
Calling Year 10!
Are you enjoying ‘Jekyll and Hyde’? Then give our reading 

list a go!

How it works:

• We have collated a list of 5 books which are similar to 
Jeykll and Hyde.

• For each book you read, you must let your teacher 
know who will give you achievement points.

• If you read all 5 books you will get a certificate and a 
treat! 

• Happy Reading!



Year 10 Reading List

Book

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte

Wide Sargasso Sea- prequel to JE by Jean 
Rhys

Great Expectations by Charles Dickens

Frankenstein by Mary Shelley

The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar 
Wilde

Look out for the next 
few slides to get more 
information on each 

book!



Year10 reading list Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte

A novel of intense emotional power, 
heightened atmosphere and fierce 
intelligence, Jane Eyre dazzled and 
shocked readers with its passionate 
depiction of a woman's search for equality 
and freedom on her own terms. Its heroine 
Jane endures loneliness and cruelty in the 
home of her heartless aunt and the cold 
charity of Lowood School. Her natural 
independence and spirit prove necessary 
when she takes a position as governess at 
Thornfield Hall. But when she finds love 
with her sardonic employer, Rochester, the 
discovery of a shameful secret forces her 
to make a terrible choice.



Year 10 reading list 
Wide Sargasso Sea- prequel to Jane Eyre by 
Jean Rhys
Born into the oppressive, colonialist 
society of 1930s Jamaica, white Creole 
heiress Antoinette Cosway meets a young 
Englishman who is drawn to her innocent 
beauty and sensuality. After their 
marriage, however, disturbing rumours 
begin to circulate which poison her 
husband against her. Caught between his 
demands and her own precarious sense 
of belonging, Antoinette is inexorably 
driven towards madness, and her 
husband into the arms of another novel's 
heroine. This classic study of betrayal, a 
seminal work of postcolonial literature, is 
Jean Rhys's brief, beautiful masterpiece.



Year 10 reading list 
Great Expectations by Charles 
Dickens
Pip doesn't expect much from life...His 
sister makes it clear that her orphaned 
little brother is nothing but a burden on 
her. But suddenly things begin to 
change. Pip's narrow existence is blown 
apart when he finds an escaped 
criminal, is summoned to visit a 
mysterious old woman and meets the 
icy beauty Estella. Most astoundingly of 
all, an anonymous person gives him 
money to begin a new life in London.
Are these events as random as they 
seem? Or does Pip's fate hang on a 
series of coincidences he could never 
have expected?



Year 10 reading list 
Frankenstein by Mary Shelley

Navigating the Arctic, the captain of 
a ship rescues a man wandering 
near death across the ice caps. 
How the man got there reveals 
itself a story of ambition, murder 
and revenge. As a young scientist, 
Victor Frankenstein pushed moral 
boundaries in order to cross the 
final frontier and create life. But his 
creation is a monster stitched 
together from grave-plundered 
body parts who has no place in the 
world, and his existence can only 
lead to tragedy.



Year 10 reading list 
The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar 
Wilde

Dorian, fearful of age and the 
subsequent fading of his beauty, 
expresses a wish: that a glorious oil 
portrait of him suffers the burden of 
age, and not him. He would sell his 
soul for it. Unfortunately for him, the 
wish is granted.



Calling Year 10!
Are you enjoying ‘Jekyll and Hyde’? Then give our reading 
list a go! Do you want to push yourself and your reading 

ability?

How it works:

• We have collated a list of 5 books which are similar to 
Jekyll and Hyde.

• For each book you read, you must let your teacher 
know who will give you achievement points.

• If you read all 5 books you will get a certificate and a 
treat! 

• Happy Reading!



Year 10 Elite Reading List

Book

Tess of the D’Urbervilles by Thomas Hardy

A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens

Dracula by Bram Stoker

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button by 
F. Scott Fitzgerald 

The Time Machine H.G Wells

Look out for the next 
few slides to get more 
information on each 

book!



Year 10 Elite Reading list 
Tess of the D’Urbervilles by Thomas Hardy

When its heroine, Tess Durbeyfield, is driven 
by family poverty to claim kinship with the 
wealthy D'Urbervilles, meeting her 'cousin' 
Alec proves to be her downfall. A very 
different man, Angel Clare, seems to offer 
her love and salvation, but Tess must choose 
whether to reveal her past or remain silent 
in the hope of a peaceful future.



Year 10 Elite Reading list 
A Tale of Two Cities by Charles Dickens

After eighteen years as a political prisoner 
in the Bastille the aging Dr Manette is 
finally released and reunited with his 
daughter in England. There two very 
different men, Charles Darnay, an exiled 
French aristocrat, and Sydney Carton, a 
disreputable but brilliant English lawyer, 
become enmeshed through their love for 
Lucie Manette. From the tranquil lanes of 
London, they are all drawn against their 
will to the vengeful, bloodstained streets of 
Paris at the height of the Reign of Terror 
and soon fall under the lethal shadow of La 
Guillotine.



Year 10 Elite Reading list 

Dracula by Bram Stoker
When Jonathan Harker visits Transylvania to 
help Count Dracula with the purchase of a 
London house, he makes a series of horrific 
discoveries about his client. Soon afterwards, 
various bizarre incidents unfold in England: an 
apparently unmanned ship is wrecked off the 
coast of Whitby; a young woman discovers 
strange puncture marks on her neck; and the 
inmate of a lunatic asylum raves about the 
'Master' and his imminent arrival. In Dracula, 
Bram Stoker created one of the great 
masterpieces of the horror genre, brilliantly 
evoking a nightmare world of vampires and 
vampire hunters and also illuminating the dark 
corners of Victorian sexuality and desire.



Year 10 Elite Reading list 

The Curious Case of Benjamin Button by F. 
Scott Fitzgerald 

In 1860 Benjamin Button is born an old 
man and mysteriously begins aging 
backward. At the beginning of his life he is 
withered and worn, but as he continues to 
grow younger he embraces life -- he goes 
to war, runs a business, falls in love, has 
children, goes to college and prep school, 
and, as his mind begins to devolve, he 
attends kindergarten and eventually 
returns to the care of his nurse. 



Year 10 Elite Reading list 
The Time Machine H.G Wells
A Victorian scientist and inventor creates a 
machine for propelling himself through 
time, and voyages to the year AD 802701, 
where he discovers a race of humanoids 
called the Eloi. Their gently indolent way 
of life, set in a decaying cityscape, leads 
thescientist to believe that they are the 
remnants of a once great civilization. He is 
forced to revise this assessment when he 
comes across the cave dwellings of 
threatening apelike creatures known as 
Morlocks, whose dark underground world 
he must explore to discover the terrible 
secrets of this fractured society, and the 
means of getting back to his own time.


